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Glaciers in the Andes are retreating (fast), but the actual 
effect on hydrological regimes is not clear out of the 
tropics because of high interannual variability

Dussaillant et al. (2020)

Braithwaite and Hughes (2020) 

Farías-Barahona et al. (2019)





Main questions

• To what extent are hydroglaciological model parameters transferable
accross time (climate conditions)?

• What are key determinants for model performance at the glacier-
catchment level?

• What is the predictive uncertainty derived from parameter uncertainty?



The Universidad Glacier:

Source: Marc Turrel



The Universidad Glacier is the largest in the Andes 
outside Patagonia

Surface area: 26,7 km2

M.A.P. approx. 1500 mm



Wilson et al. (2016)

A moderate retreat since 1960’s, but a clear 
pattern of diminishing ice velocity



Energy balance, blowing snow, avalanching

Ice thickness updated “offline” with Dh
parameterization

35 HRU based on elevation bands; orientation
fairly homogeneous given glacier geometry

Hydroglaciological modeling with CRHM 

Decreasing ice albedo trend-0.014/decade
(Shaw et al., 2020 )



Forcing data 

Precipitation and temperature from ERA-Land

at hourly time-step, bias-corrected through

obs. based CR2met.

Synthetic wind and relative humidity series

generated from AWS data.



Extended geodetic mass 
balance estimations

Scarcity of glaciological mass balance
observations due to difficult field conditions.
Only 2012-2014.

Reprocessed aero-photogrammetric data
enabled an extended geodetic mass balance
time series, back to 1955.

Year Mission DEM source Ground resolution (m) 

1955 Hykon Topographic map IGM 2.2 

1985 SAF CH30 Original data 2.0 

1997 GEOTEC Original data 2.2 

2000 SRMT Farr and Kobrick. (2000) 10.0 

2005 ASTER Hugonnet et al. (2021) 100.0 

2010 ASTER Hugonnet et al. (2021) 100.0 

2015 ASTER Hugonnet et al. (2021) 100.0 

2019 ASTER Hugonnet et al. (2021) 100.0 

 

Mahmoud & Fernández 2021



Which model parameters are most sensitive to 
mass balance calculations? 

Latin Hypercube response surface to explore

parameter behavior w.r.t. mass balance time

series.

DELSA Sensitivity Analysis (Rakovec 2014)

points to:

Minimum snow albedo (amin)

Snow fall threshold for albedo reset (smin).

RMSE M. B.=
1

𝑚


𝑗=1

𝑚

(∆ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑗 − ∆ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑗)



Calibration results show a shift in response surface to 
higher albedo -> less available energy for ablation  



Running the model 
with different amin 
values

MB data from the last two decades 
requires very high ablation from the 
model

Prior two decades show a much 
gentler retreat…

30% decrease w.r.t. 
1955

15% decrease w.r.t. 
1955



Running the model 
with different amin 
values

MB data from the last two decades 
requires very high ablation from the 
model

Prior two decades show a much 
gentler retreat…

Observed Period (2013) Entire Period Winter/Summer



Do these results make sense at all? When comparing end -of-summer 

glacier wide albedo with satellite estimates, it seems the calibrated 

values are not very good Journal of Glaciology
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Abstract

Surface albedo typically dominates the mass balance of mountain glaciers, though long-term

trends and patterns of glacier albedo are seldom explored. We calculated broadband shortwave

albedo for glaciers in the central Chilean Andes (33–34°S) using end-of-summer Landsat scenes

between 1986 and 2020. We found a high inter-annual variability of glacier-wide albedo that is

largely a function of the glacier fractional snow-covered area and the total precipitation of the

preceding hydrological year (up to 69% of the inter-annual variance explained). Under the

2010–2020 ‘Mega Drought’ period, the mean albedo, regionally averaged ranging from ∼0.25–

0.5, decreased by −0.05 on average relative to 1986–2009, with the greatest reduction occurring

3500–5000m a.s.l. In 2020, differences relative to 1986–2009 were−0.14 on averageasa result of

near-complete absence of late summer snow cover and the driest hydrological year since the

Landsat observation period began (∼90% reduction of annual precipitation relative to the

1986–2009 period). We found statistically significant, negative trends in glacier ice albedo of

up to −0.03 per decade, atrend that would haveserious implications for the futurewater security

of the region, because glacier ice melt acts to buffer streamflow shortages under severe drought

conditions.

1. Introduction

Surfacealbedo controls theradiation balance and thusthemelting of snow and iceon glaciers.
Because the mass balance of many of theworld’s glaciers is typically dominated by net short-
wave radiation (e.g. Pellicciotti and others, 2008; Oerlemans and others, 2009; Ayala and
others, 2017; Liang and others, 2018; Litt and others, 2019; Schaefer and others, 2019), long-
term changes in albedo are a principal driver for mass loss (Takeuchi and others, 2015;
Schmidt and others, 2017; Zhang and others, 2017; Ryan and others, 2019). Glacier surface
albedo hasbeen documented to decreaseat theratesof ∼−0.02 to −0.03 per decadefor moun-
tain glaciers of theEuropean Alps (Fugazza and others, 2019; Naegeli and others, 2019), up to
−0.1 per decadefor thesurfaceof theGreenland IceSheet (Riiheläand others, 2019) and up to
−0.05 per decade on parts of Vatnajökull, Iceland (Gunnarsson and others, 2020).

As glaciers lose mass and shrink, the amount of supraglacial debris can be augmented due
to meltout of internally suspended rock material or avalanching dueto permafrost degradation
and/or pressure release (e.g. Kirkbride and Deline, 2013). The subsequent exposure of a dar-
kened surface incites further absorption of shortwave radiation and enhances the melting of
the glacier ice surface (Oerlemans and others, 2009). Further still, deposition of black carbon
and mineral dust has been documented on the surface of the mountain snowpack, valley gla-
ciers and ice sheets due to increasing aerosol emissions (Ming and others, 2012; Rowe and
others, 2019), dust storms (Gabbi and others, 2015), locally-sourced mineral dust from bare
ground (Yue and others, 2020) and occurrence of forest fires (Klok and others, 2005; de
Magalhães Neto and others, 2019). Tracing the origins of these melt-enhancing particulates
is not simple (Gabbi and others, 2015), and thus understanding their influence on past and
present glacier changes still remains unclear. Nevertheless, the importance of such events is
becoming increasingly apparent (Goelles and others, 2015; Goelles and Bøggild, 2017; de
Magalhães Neto and others, 2019).

In the semi-arid Andes of central Chile, glaciers have been shrinking at a substantial rate
since at least the 1950s (Malmros and others, 2016; Masiokas and others, 2016;
Farías-Barahonaand others, 2019, 2020a, 2020b). A key driver in thismass losshasbeen iden-
tified as precipitation variability (Masiokas and others, 2016), and more recently by scarcity in
winter precipitation (Burger and others, 2018; Farías-Barahona and others, 2019) following
unprecedented and prolonged regional drought (Garreaud and others, 2017, 2019).
Following a large, 12% per decade decline in regional snow cover area (Cordero and others,
2019) and increase in equilibrium line altitude (ELA) (Saavedra and others, 2018; Barria
and others, 2019; Ayala and others, 2020), the snow albedo of the central Andes of Chile
and Argentina has been observed to have decreased at a rate of 0.5%a−1 since 2000 using
MODIS satellites (Malmros and others, 2018). Although there is a clear pattern emerging
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We get a trend (which is expected), but our glacier-wide albedo values are high compared to 
Shaw et al. (2021)
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Next steps

Back to the drawing board: known unknowns?

• Geodetic MB affected by higher ice flow velocity in 1980´s?

• Overall underestimation of winter mass balance? Snowfall, redistribution to 
accumulation area?

Systematize workflow as template for larger modelling effort encompassing largest 
glaciers in the region (e.g Shaw et al. 2021 + Ayala et al. 2020 + others)
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